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Abstract

Introduclion

Chemistry by compute r provides access to micro-

Powerful tools for computer modeling and electron microscopy promise major progress toward realistic
views of chemistry and biology at the molecular level.
Chemists already command physical methods and computational modeling theory that provide detailed , albeit
indirect , know ledge of small molecules and the ways in
which they interact physically and chemically. Biologists anticipate that understanding of the operation of
biological structures; e.g., cel ls, plastids, membranes ,
genes, etc., will soon be common by direct observation
via various types of proximal probe ana ly ses exemplified
by scanning tunneling microscopy, STM, (Smith eta/. ,
1987; Zasadzinski era/., 1988).
Combinations of computational chemistry and
proximal probe analysis should allow manipulative access to intermediate levels of molecular organization that
give rise to microstructure and useful chemical and biological properties. Indeed , such combinations may be
the most effective way to experiment systematicall y with
comp lex molecular populations.
STM allows direct recognition of atoms in planar
populations of molecules and thereby delivers va lu able
knowledge of molecular conformation and packing, but
it is limited to surface images and is susceptible to gap
resistance artifacts. Computer modeling is free of such
co ncerns, but practical limits on computation require
that larger models, particularly those that involve dynamic molecules, be constrained by real data of the type
collected via microscopy , X- ray diffraction, nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), etc. Computer modeling as
an extension of microscopy provides the means to evalu ate images , identify artifacts , perturb organized molecu lar systems , analyze ultrafast transitions and easily
search for novel alternatives or improved strucLUres .
This capability is especially important in studies of
biomembranes and simil ar systems in whic h lip id - rich
ge l or liquid crystal phases may exis t simultaneous ly .
Models faci litate analysis of complex st ru ctures
and interactions.
Much of contempo rary molecular
biology . ror examp le, rol!ows rrom insight allowed by
early modeling of nuc lei c acid interactions. Proteins ,
carbohydrates, and other materials in which chemical

sys tem information not readily achieved by other means.

Simple computational analysis of saturated triglyceride
polymorphism by molecular mechanics within constraints
provided by X -ray data show that polymethylene interactions determine hydrocarbon crystal properties when
they account for more than 60 percent of the total molec-

ular interaction energy. Modeling predicts multiple ,
nearly equivalent, a -form triglycerides and a -form character in liquid near -c ry stalline triglycerides. Symmetrical molecules pack better th an asymmetric molecu les
in a-form co nfiguration s and transform readily to 13'forms if activated sufficiently to disrupt lateral chain
interaction and allow dimensional displacements during
transformation. The formation of P'-forms, thought
important for quality in ce rt ain foods, may depend on
controlling both the configura ti on of a-form precursors
and the sequence of molecular events during the
transformation.

Key \Vords: Lipid polymorphism, molecular conformation and interaction, saturated monoacid triglycerides,
subcell arrangements and symmet ry , molecular energy
calculations.
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of phospholipids. For example , McAlister era/ . (1973),
app lied the Len nard -Jones potential function to compute
preferred conformations of non-hydrated phospholipids.
Kreissler et al. (1983) later used statistical calculations
and semi-empirical methods to demonstrate a role for
water in phospho li pid config uration s. Computational
a naly sis of triglycerid es utilizes sim ilar app roaches, but
the chemical simplicity of triglycerides leaves them mo re
capable of molecular motio n that co mpli cates ana lyses of
single-molecule conformation a nd, for practi cal purposes, obviates ri gorous quantum mec ha ni ca l approaches. Nonetheless, th e dist ri bution of tri glycerides
and their importance in livin g syste ms and foods justify
the development of tools for p redicti ng and regulating
their behavior. Thus , de Jo ng and van Soest ( 1978) used
packing analyses of double chain length conformation s
to develop unit cell dimensions and atomic coordinates
that agreed well wi th X-ray diffraction data ; Mattice
(1979) determined the size and asymmetry of unperturbed triglycerides by calculating radii of gyration and
moments of inertia; and Govil et al. (1978) and Hosur er
a/. ( 1979) identified preferred confo rm ations of glycerol
tri va lerate by compu tin g perturbative configu rat ion
interac tions using loca li zed o rbit als.
A need to understand the molecular basis fo r thermal be havior, especia ll y, com pel s triglyceride modeling.
Ana lyses on monoacid triglyce rides (Lutton and Feh l,
1970; Hag e mann er a/ ., 1972; Hagema nn and Rothfus,
1983a) reveal yet unexp lained polymorphi c be havior assoc iated with both cova le nt st ru cture and th ermal treatment. The following report summarizes development of
approaches to trig lyceri de mode li ng and illust ra tes ho w
data from other methods of physical analysis a re needed
to constrain models.
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Fig. L. Carbo n ato m arrangement and numbering in
hydroca rbon chain segments. Solid ci rcles indi cate
carbon atoms; open circ les, hydrogen. Cha in s, represe nted by co nnected methylene groups, extend out of th e
plane of the figure . Numbers in parentheses refer to
chains, not shown, placed over those shown ; i .e. , cha in
261 -280 is above and in line with chain 81- 100 such th at
methyls at carbo ns 100 and 261 lie directly across th e

methyl gap. See text and Hagemann and Rothfus (1979).

Hydrocarbon C h a ins

structure restricts conformat ional freedom have yie lded
to computational analysis by a variety of methods

Though joined to glycerol by relatively pola r es te r
linkages, the aliphatic chains of triglycerides ente r into
hydrocarbon interactions that a re the sou rce of c haracteristic properties. To assess the cont ribu tions of differe nt chain a rrangements , a three-dimensional array of 18
hyd rocarbon chai ns, eac h c hain co nt aining 20 ca rbon
atoms, was cons tru cted in th e computer (Hageman n a nd
Rothfus, 1979). Nine of the c hain s were a rran ged as
shown in Fig. 1, where eac h chai n is represented by
conn ected methylene gro up s. A seco nd block of c hains,
not shown , was placed directly above th e first group
such that, for exa mpl e, the meth yl g roup at ca rbon I 00
was directly across the meth yl gap from the meth yl
group at carbon 261. The fou r subcell ar ra ngements of
hydrocarbons (Turner, 197 1) , {3 orthogonal, JS monoclini c, /l tric!in ic, and a hex agona l, were generated by
twisting carbon zigzag planes and /or by Z-directi on
displacements of entire chain s. In these derived arrangements, carbon atoms 90- 100 (Fig . 1), represe nting
a half-chain length , we re completely surrounded by
o th er methylene or methyl g roup s, and were the refore
suitab le for com putin g me thylene a nd methyl carbon
in te rac tions .

(Kollman , 1987), but lipids, which are less constrained,
have not been a nalyzed as thoroughly even though they
a re cr ucia l co nsti tuents or microstructure and are
relatively simp le chemicall y.
A hal f-century ago, Cla rk son and Malkin (1934)
demonstrated that the multiple melting behavior of tri glyce r idcs involves polymorphi sm, in whic h molecu lar
popu lat ions adopt distinct solid-phase configu rations
without c hanging covalen t str ucture. T r ig lyceride confo rm ation in the highest melt ing ()3-form) configurat ion
is known from sing le-crystal X-ray ana lyses or La rsso n
( 1965a) refined by Gibon era/. ( 1984), bu t molec ul ar
co nforma tions of low (a) and intermedia te (/3') melting
configurations remain unknown , as do mechanisms for
phase transformations and interactions with non -lipids.
Given understandin g of such materials and mechanisms,
i t should be possible to design lipid systems with specified ph ysical properties. Combinations of microscopy
and computer modelin g will simplify th e task.
Some of the fi rst com puter-aided modeling studies
invo lving lipids exam ined gel to liquid crysta l transi ti ons
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hydrocarbons were calculated for each carbon from the
middle of the chain to th e methyl group (Hagemann and
Rothfus , 1979), values for such interactions were found
to change nearer the methyl end group. Methylene carbons in the middle of each chain in a particular arrangement have the same energies since they all have similar
surroundings and are beyond a cutoff distance of 6 A for
methyl group interaction.
Units of middle-of-chain
interaction can thus be added to or subtracted from the
basic chain length to extrapolate to longer or shorter
chain lengths.
End group influence on molecular interaction is
differentiated from that of the middle-of-chain by calculating the ratio, middle-of-chain interaction/total interaction. This ratio reflects a diminishing effect of the
methyl gap region with increasing chain length. The
ratio acquires unexpected significance when it approaches 60 percent for a specific arrangement of molecules. For example, as chain length increases, the ratio
is near 60 percent at C22 where the <> - form becomes stable for even-numbered hydrocarbons. Similarly, the
ratio is near 60 percent for 13 monocl inic forms at C26 ,
where a change occurs from 13 triclinic to 13 monoclinic
subcell arrangement. Furthermore, when the rat io is se t
at unity in an equation that relates chain length to
melting point for 13 monoclinic forms (Hagemann and
Rothfus , 1979) , the meltin g point of polyethylene is
predicted to be about 143 °C , which agrees well with
145 oc predicted by Flory and Yrij (1963). Both values
are slightly higher than the 138.5 °C melting point ob tained for carefully crystallized linear polyethylene of
high molecular weight (Parks eta/ ., 1949).

*
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Triglycerides
Fig . 2 . Triglyceride a-form structu res. Tapered bands
indicate atoms above or below figure plane, i.e. , wide
portions above and narrow portions below. Non-tapered
bands indicate atoms in plane of figure. Here a nd in
subsequent figures, unless indicated otherwise, carbon
atoms are solid circlesj oxygen , open circles. Chains
are numbered according to convention (Lutton , 1971).

Building molecules in computers is straight for ward if atomic coordinates are known from crystallographic studies . Unfortunately , in the case of triglycerides, such data are available only for the /3-form
(Larsson, 1965a, Gibon eta/., 1984). Alternatively ,
models can be built atom by atom knowing the type of
bond, bond length and angle. Commercial software now
simplifies such constructions.
This work utilized
C hemX, developed and distributed by Chemical Design
Ltd. , Oxford , Eng land.

Interaction Energy
Molecular interaction en ergies were derived by
summing attractions or repulsions between atom pairs,
which were calculated by the following ex pression
(Coiro eta/. , 1973):

Single Molecules
Figure 2 illustrates abbreviated forms for six of
eight a-fo rm triarachidin molecules built atom by atom
for initial studies (Hagemann and Rothfus , 1983b). In
Fig. 2, C l -C20 is chain I, C21-C40 is chain 2, and C41C60 is chain 3, in keeping with Larsson (1965a). Molecule A has the zigzag plane of chain 2 approximately
perpendicular or non-parallel to the zigzag planes of
chains 1 and 3. The zigzag planes of chains in molecule
Bare all approximately parallel. Molecule C is similar
to molecule A, except that the zigzag patterns in chains
1 and 3 are opposite; i.e., carbon atoms beneath the
plane of the figure in chain 3 are above the plane of the
figure in chain 1. A fourth structure, not shown, was
similar to B, but with opposite zigzag patterns in chains

Results are expressed as Kcal per atom pair when
the interatomic distance is in angstroms. Values for
constants A, B, C and D depend on the type of interaction; i.e., _H .. ·H , C···H, etc. The first part of this
expression is the repulsive term; the second part, the
attractive term. A greater negative energy value, therefore , represents a better fit between molecules.
Mid-chain Energy
When H· .. H, H···C, and C·· · C interactions in
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Fig. 3. Possible tri g lyceride arrangements in hexagonal subce\Js. One zigzag period is shown for eac h hydrocarbon
chain. Connected zi gzag periods represent chain s I and 3 in upright molecules; individual zigzag periods represent

chain 2 in separate inverted molecules . Hydrogen atoms are not indicated.
Fig. 4 (at left) . Total interaction energy versus subcell
arrangement for synchronous oscillation. See Fig. 2 for
structure identification .
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cent ral axes of the fatty acy l cha in s. This motion is
restricted and likel y occ urs more as oscillations rather
than complete revolutions. Thus , chain osci ll ation was
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experiments

(Chapman et a/., 1960) revealed rotation about the

incorporated into the a-form models in such a way that
carbon displacement from the zigzag midposition was
least nearest glycerol and greatest near ends of the
chains . The rate of oscillation for each chain could be
varied to achieve synchronous or asynchronous oscillation of all chai ns .
Mo lecula r Pack in g

·-.

"'

As shown in Figure 3, nine different hexagonal

Subcell Arrangements
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c6,.o, ccw
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C40 ·C39 CCW

C4 0·C39 CW

fj'U

a

Fig. 5. Triglyceride a to 13'- form transitions by interior bond rotations. Carbon atoms are open circles; oxygen atoms,
solid circles; singl e hydro gen, HI , open circl e. CW , c loc kwi se; CC W , counterclockwise. 13' -D , methylene c hain s
extend down wh e n mol ec ul e is viewed down th e HI -C6 1 bond . 13' -U, methylene chains extend upward wh e n molecule
is viewed down Hl -C6 1 bond.
position is chec ked by incrementing X, Y, a nd Z va lu es
by 0.1 A. If these changes produ ce no lower min i mum ,
th e position and va lues are record ed. If a lowe r mini mum is found , the new coordinates a re in serted as startin g po int s and the entire p rocess is repea ted .

su bcell packings of triglycerides are pos sibl e by alternatin g upri g ht a nd inverted molec ul es with the ir zigzag
c ha in plan es in parallel rows (Hage mann and Rothfu s ,
1983b). Arrangement 2 in Figure 3 differs from ar ran ge me nt I by a shi ft of row 1 molecules equi va lent lO
one interchain spacing. Arrangement 3 represents a fur ther inte rchai n spac in g shift o f row l. Arrangements 4 ,
5 , and 6 are th e same as arrangements 1-3 exce pt th at
row 3 has undergone one interchain spacing shift. Arrang ements 7-9 are deri ved fro m arrangements 4-6 by a
similar shift of row 3.
Within suc h a rrangeme nt s, interaction energies
are calcu lat ed and compa red to search for the best fit
betwee n a prin c ipa l mol ec ul e, P , and each of the surrounding molecules
Br iefly, a fortran IV computer
prog ram , developed in -hou se for a Modcomp C lass ic
32/85
co mput e r
(Modular
Computer
Systems,
Fort Lauderdale , FL) , determin es best fit po si tion s by
computi ng the total inte ract ion ene rgy and then relocating the molecu les a nd recalc ulating interactions. After
the first molecule is built , a predetermined sy mmet ry
operation is perform ed to derive atomic coord ina tes for
atoms of a seco nd molecul e, and then atom-atom interaction pote nti a ls between the molecules are computed.
A mi n imi zat ion ro utine (Rosenbrock and Storey ,
1966) in our program va ries X-, Y-, and Z-axi s translation values for the seco nd molecule until a minimum
position (maximum stability) is located. The minimum

a-forms
The tota l interaction energy, and co nseque ntly the
stab ilit y, of a solid triglyceride depend s on both mol ecula r confo rmation and subcell arrangement. Th e ex te nt to
w hich it va ries is illustra ted in Figure 4 for four molec ule s: lwo (A and B) carbonyl rig hi (Fig. 2), a nd two (D
and E) ca rbonyl left (Fig. 2). Energies a re not give n for
stru c tures having the opposite zigzag patte rn in c ha in s I
and 3. Ea rly results (Hagemann and Rothfu s, 1983b) revealed that synchronous oscillation gave slightly greate r
attractive values. Structure A has non -parall e l c hains
with approximately the same energy con te nt for all arran ge ments and, therefore , represen ts th e best overall
fit. Structure E, with all chains parall el , has relatively
stabl e arrange men ts , 4 and 6 (Fig. 3), but it also has
some that should be among the least stab le , 2 a nd 8 (Fig.

3).
Chain orientation impacts interac tion ene rg y onl y
to th e extent that it affects the fit of adj acent c hains.
The orientation of chain 2, either parall e l or non -pa rallel
with c ha in s I and 3 (Fig. 2) , has little effect on total
su bce ll energy. The overall positionin g of molecules in
the subce ll has a greater effect on the total energy than
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ing specific bonds in different directions (Hagemann and
Rothfus, 1988a). The amplitude of each bond rotation
depends on the starting a-form. Clockwise (CW) rotation about the Ol -C40 bond and counterclockwise
(CCW) rotation about the C40~C39 bond produces a bent
W- form whose fatty acid chains extend downward when
the molecule is viewed down the glycerol H l -C6l bond
(Fig. 5, ~'~D). Similarly , CCW rotation about the C61 ~
01 and Ol ~ C40 bonds and CW rotation of the C40~C39
bond produces a bent 13'-form whose fatty acid chains
extend upward when the molecule is viewed down the
Hl ~ C6l bond (Fig. 5, ~· ~ u).
As with the starting a ~
forms (Hagemann and Rothfus, l983b), the carbonyl ox ~
ygen can be either to the right (W~D) or to the left (W~
U) of HI as viewed down the Hl ~ C6l bond , and chains
1 and 3 can exhibit opposite or similar zigzag patterns.
Rotations illustrated in Fig. 5 apply to starting a forms that have the C40 carbonyl oxygen to the right of
HI. When the C40 carbonyl oxygen is to the left of HI,
bond rotations are reversed to make /3' ~ D or W~U . A
total of sixteen 13'-forms are possible from the eight pos sible a - forms. However, when bond rotations were performed on structures having all zigzag chain planes
either approximately parallel or non-parallel, the resulting W-forms were the same , so only eight different Wforms need be considered.
Studies of 13' - form packing reveal that five of the
possible nine subcell arrangements pack asymmetrically,
as illustrated in Fig. 6 , which shows two different views
of a principal molecule, P, packed closely to another up right molecule, A, and an inverted molecule, B. The
small X-Y insert view is similar to portions of hexagonal
arrangements in Fig. 3 (arrangements 2, 3, 4 and 7). As
shown in the Y-Z view, space is essentially equal be tween all chains of molecules PandA, but for molecul e
B, chains 1 and 3 are much closer to molecule P than is
chain 2. Thus , the five 13' -form arrangements with
molecular packing represe nted by P and B in Fig. 6 are
not likely 13' -form packing arrangements due to uneven
spacing be tween chains.

Fig. 6. Asymmetrical chain packing of triglyceride 13' forms. In both views , two molecules (A and B) are
packed closely to a principal molecule (P). Hydrogen
atoms are not indicated.
does chain orientation (Table I in Hagemann and
Rothfus , l983b). It appears that there is no single preferred combination of structure and arrangement for a forms. They probably exist as mixtures of arrangements
perhaps enriched by several preferred combinations.
This would account for a-form instability, low heats of
fusion , broad melting characteristics , and inability to
form single crystals.

a to 13' Transition

j'j'-Form
When a - form triglycerides are heated , they melt
and recrystallize into 13 ' -forms and, eventually, ,6- forms.
This process is accompanied by changes in crystal dimensions and , often , changes in properties of materials
in which the triglycerides occur. A 13 ' triarachidin
model was next examined to better understand the transformation of a-forms.
Triglycerides in 13' - form exhibit an alternating an gle of tilt, but it is still uncertain whether the molecules
are bent in the glycerol region (Larsson, 1971) or
whether their angle of tilt changes at the methyl gap
(Hernqvist and Larsson, 1982). The models discussed
here are bent in the glycerol region, as shown in Fig. 5.
Two different 13' - form conformers that fit recorded long
spacings from powder X-ray diffraction can be made
from each of the previously discussed a-forms by rotat-

The tendency of one triglyceride form to convert
to another and the path followed during conversion both
depend on molecular interactions. To better understand
how the sequence of molecular events impacts conversion and changes physical properties, the bond rotations
required to convert a-form triglycerides to 13' were divided into a number of steps, and at each step intermolecular energies were calculated for interactions between
all atoms of molecular pairs (Hagemann and Rothfus,
1988b), such as between P and each of the six surrounding molecules in Figure 3. Calculations were also performed for interactions with eight different molecules
across the methyl gaps at both ends of the central molecule. In this manner, an energy curve for the a to 13'
transition could be drawn for each interaction around
molecule P, and the individual curves could be summed
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Fig. 7. Triglyceride interactions across the methyl gap.
Chains a re numbered according to convention (Lutton ,
1971). Large open circ les represent 2 A Van dcr Waals
radi i arou nd methyl groups.

rotated chain begins to return to a vertical position, the
repulsive inte raction decreased some seventy- fold to
ca. 2 Kcal / mol (Fig. 8). Thus, the sequ ence of mo lecu lar event s is important, and the transition would be
favored in a triglyceride population that could undergo
chain rotation and tilt simultaneously. The accompany ing change in sample dimension and slight ly improved
mo lecular inte raction wou ld tend to drive the transition.
Side Chain In teraction
In reality , the transition involves more than interac tio n across the methyl gap. Movement of cha in 2 also
causes repu lsion between adjacent acyl cha in s. This in te rference depends on the sta rtin g stru cture, the direc tion of chain rotation, and the position around molecule
P (Fig . 3). Such repul sion was reduced in the triarach idin model by introducing an expansion factor that
moved the second molecule away from molecu le P near
mid-transition. This adjustment, a sine wave function
with maximum X-direction expansion near step 100 , reduced the repulsive interaction from over 600 Kcallmol
to under 10 Kcal / mol. Energy req uired to achieve the
equivalent of X-direction expansion probab ly constitutes
an add itional excitation component in the polymorphic
transitions.
Transition Energy Profiles
Accumu lated transition profiles suggest st ru ctu re
will affect the character of triglyceride form conve rsio n.
Figu re 9 com pares profiles for two different conforme rs
in the same unit cell arrangement. a - form molecules
that start in a carbonyl-left configuration pass throu gh a
minimum near step 40. This structure is co nsi dered an
a - form since little movement has taken place, and the
angle of tilt is about 85 degrees. A minimum at approx imately step 160 corresponds to a ,S'-fo rm that has a
long spac ing about 1.6 A longer than the final P'-rorm
at step 200 (49.4 versus 47.8 A). In contrast, the
carbonyl-right a-form shows no secondary a - form minimum , but the ,S ' region has a broad minimum , which

to assess total molecular energy throughout th e transi tion . Insight into c ru c ial features of the transition was
then gained by analyzing effects of selective changes on
interaction energy.
Several restrictions were placed on molecules and
arrangements during th e a to ~· transitions described
here. All molec ul es were the symmetrical tuning -fork
type, and each row in th e subcell arrangement had all
zigzag planes parallel. The zigzag planes alternated in
successive rows , and the molecules alternated between
upright and inverted positions. Chains I and 3 in the
same molecule were placed in the same row, and the
long acyl chains were held rigid during transitions.
Methyl Gap Interaction
With triarachidin , intermolecular ene rgy ac ross
the methyl gaps amounts to only 3-5 percent of th e tota l
interaction energy, but a high repulsive energy reg ion
appears in the methyl gap curves. Figure 7 shows three
molecul ar pairs with 2 A Van der Waals radii around
methyl groups. Chain 2 describes an arc during bond
rotation , which causes overlap of Vander Waals radii.
Overlap also is produ ced by a programmed shift along
the Z -axis. This shift, in keeping with the decrease of
X-ray long spacin gs during a to (3' tran sit ions, is
intended to keep methyl group s near 4 A apart and
prevent molecular sepa ration .
When first computed , methyl gap energy for the
a to {3' transition of triarachidin indicated a substantial
repulsive interaction (ca. 140 Kcallmol) around step 80
(Fig. 8) , as if the transition would not be favored or
would not occur unless the molecular packing expanded
enough to reduce methyl group overlap. Interesti ngly ,
when the Z-ax is shift was expressed as an exponential
function, which in effect delays the Z-shift until the
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C20-U = tr ia rachidin molecule in U
configuration (Fig. 4).

Fig. 9 . Effec t of structure on transition energy. Curves
repre se nt sums of interactions between a central subce ll
molecule and molecules in 14 adjacent positions. In se rts
at upper and lower left symbolize triglyceride st ru ct ures:
non -parallel chains , carbonyl left , and opposi te zigzag
(-----); parallel chains , carbonyl right , and sa me zig zag
{ - ) . Insert at upper right indicates subcell arrangement of three upright triarachidin molecules in U co n figuration (Fig . 4) ; lower right , methyl gap orien tati on.
Each step represents l /200th of total transition parameter shifl. Initial a- form is at Step 0; final ,8' -form, Step
t 92 .

important con tributors to quality in plastic foods.
Unfortunately , modeling predi cts that it may be difficult
to achieve high concent rations of novel W- forms because
their preparation will probably require control of the
starting a-form, the subcell arrangement , and the way in
which aliphatic chains rotate to change co nformation.
From modeling, the a to {3' transition in a so lid fat could
occur via a sequence of events th at minimi zes transition
ene rgy; i.e., slight excitation to pe rturb aliphatic chain
association, synchro nous c hain rotation , chain tilt , and
constriction to a more com pact configurati o n.

suggests a se ri es of slightly different st ru c ture s with
decreasing long spacings .
For ot her a-form conformers, the subcell arrangement affects the energy profile. Results are shown in
Fig. 10 for two diffe rent subcell arra ngement s of a non parallel chai n structure with the carbonyl right , a n opposi te zigzag pattern in chains 1 and 3, and alternating
angle of tilt at the methyl gap. Although no seconda r y
a - form minima are found for either arrangement , the 0!'form reg ion is quite flat fo r nearly 25 steps where th e
change in angle of tilt would only be a few degrees.
The minimum near step 140 (Fig . I 0) represe nts
a long spacing that is greate r than any known for /l'forrns, which rai ses question of th e ex istence of add itional e xploitable triglyceride polymorphs. Similarly ,
the ,8 ' minimum at step 170 corresponds to a long spacing that is 0. 9 A longer than that for the /l' -fo rm at ste p
200. This difference is consistent with the X-ray work
of Simpson (Simpson, 1983) , who found that lon g spacings of the two known _6'-forms of tristearin differ by
about I A.
To summa ri ze, the modeling of a and ,8 '-form s
for even chain length triglycerides and the transition
between a and {J ' reveals that , among 72 possi ble {3'
structure/ ar ran gement combinations, 40 have unsymmetrical molecular spacings, Figure 6 , and are therefore
unlikely to occur. At least one , as yet unknown , a- form
with a n 85 degree angle of tilt is possible ; other quite
simila r and interconvertible a-forms may a lso exis t.
Several ,8' polymorphs are feasibl e, which is consiste nt
with the concept that such intermediate form s are

Model Refinement
Evidence that a-fo rm subccll a rra ngement affects
the type of /3' transition product (F igs. 9 and 10) sugges ts that the quality of triglyceride-rich materials might
be regulated by co ntrollin g their initia l crystallization.
According ly,
a-form formation from nuid uncon strained molecules rem a in s a potentially fruitful a rea for
modeling research. But the problem entai ls degrees of
molecular freedom and comp lexities that are better analy zed by different algorithms and superco mputers and/or
networked parallel pro cess ing .
Molecular Perturbations
As discussed in preceding sections, the solid
phase transformations of specific a-fo rm s can be projected by a constrained space- filling model for triglycerides. As expected , this model can help identify potentially useful molecular configurations and problems to be
overcome in achieving them . Its ability to re so lve simiJar configurations and distingui sh c rucial precursors
through which useful triglyceride forms ca n be derived
could be improved if there we re precise rationales for
se lecting triglyceride co nformation s. In the absence of
suc h knowledge , th e mod el has been supplemented with
additional degrees of freedom in ways justified by real
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3
Theoretical a-forms

Fig. II . Variations in triglyceride symmetry. Hydrocarbon chains are indicated by straight lines, and chains
are number according to convention (Lutton , 1971).

data and /o r experimental hypothesis. Vertical rotational
freedom , for example, was incorporated, because NMR
studies (Cha pm an er a!. , 1960) have shown that tri glycerides ex hibit rotational freedom in the a - form. A
second ve rti cal motion was incorporated , for purely
hypothetical reasons, to accommodate acyl chain

can exist was sought by a program that minimized interaction energ ies for a molecular population including P
and the seven molecules su rroundin g it (Fig. 3). The
manner of ca lculation for an entire subcell is illustrated
in Fig. 12. Eac h of the six molecules around P has X,
Y, and Z axi s freedom as well as vertical rotation ; i.e.,
each has translational , rotational , vibra tiona l and
osci ll atory motions as described in foregoing sections.
A total of 24 parameters are minimized.
Ene rgy calcula tion s a re performed between molecule P and each of the surrounding six molecules as indi cated by vectors El through E6 . TheEl through E6 energies are summed to obtain the total interaction energy
around P . Similar total interaction ene rg ies are then
computed for molecules I through 6 , and the average of
the total ene rgies for the seven basic molecules is
considered the energy for the subce ll packing . Wherev·
er possible , advantage is taken of identities to shorten
computation times and reduce the number of molecules.
For examp le , the energy between molecules I and 7 ,
El3, can be represented by the interaction between
molecules 4 and P, E4. To perform this ope ration with out actually building molecule 7 , molecule 4 is temporarily given theY- and Z-axis translation and vertical
rotation values of molecule I. Likewise, E14 is equi valent to E9 and E30 to EIO. Vector E 13, however , is
not equivalent to El as the "faces" between molecules P
and I are not the same as between I and 7 and/or 4 and
P . The glycerol region of a triglyceride , being asymmetrical, is not the same on the +X -axi s side of mole cule Pas on the -X-axis side. The same is true for the
±Y-directions. El4 is not equivalent to E12, nor is E30
equivalent to E3, since the directions of ca rbon zigzag
planes alternate in successive rows and are approxi mately perpendicular.

vibrations in the directions of their long axes. As with
chain rotation, the disloc ation from this vibration wa s
g reatest at the methyl end group (±0.6 A) and zero at
each carbonyl ca rbon .

Triglyceride Symmetry
In our original model , a -form molecules were all
symmetrical (H agemann and Rothfus , !983b) with th e
methyl groups of chains I and 3 in the same plane (Fig .
II , left). This is in contrast to the unsymmetrical or
chair type conformation of the /3 -form (Larsson, J965a ,
Gibon eta/., 1984) , in which chain 3 has side c hain
charac ter and , with th e molecule ve rt ical , methyls on
chains I and 3 a re not in the same plane. That the a. form st ru cture has an unsymmetrical conformation simi lar to that of the /3-fo rm has been suggested (Hernqvist
and Larsson , 1982), but 13 C-NMR studies on a - and /3'tripalmitin (Bociek era/ ., 1985) and other saturated and
unsaturated triglycerides (Gibon era/. , 1990) show iden tical chemical shi fts for ca rbonyl and glycerol carbons
on cha ins I and 3. This issue of trig lycerid e asymmetry
was exam in ed by use of a molecule that contained aspects of both types of molecules, symmetrical around
chain I and asymmetrical around chain 3 (Fig. II ,
center).
Subcell "M inimization
Greater re solut ion of simila r a- form co nformations and better definition of the unit cell a rrangements
in whi ch symmetric or unsymmetric a-form molecules
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Any one parameter change for each of molecules
through 6, therefore , affects the six energy va lu es
around the changed molecule. The new energy value ob tained for any one molecule is averaged with the total
value for each of the other six molecules. If the average
energy obtained for the entire subcell is not a better fi t
than the previous best average minimum, even though
the indi vi dual molecule may appear favorable, th e
changed parameter is returned to its original value. The
program stores the previous best energy value for each
parameter of each molecule P and 1 through 6 as well as
the best total minimum value. Generally , computation
is terminated when the c hanges in energy and position
over severa l ca lculatio n cycles of all 24 parameters
become very sma ll. By this procedure, which we term
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expanded subcell for symmetrical a-form triglycerides.
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= lower right; UR = upper right ; LL = lower left.
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Asymmetric a-fo rm Minimiza tion
Packin g results for an asymmet ri c a - form (Fig.
17) mol ec ule , in which chain 3 ha s side-c hain charac ter
(F ig. II), show mu ch less order than th ose fo r the sy mmetrical a-fo rm (Fig. 13). Molecules P, I, 2, and 3
pack closely, but the other three molecules are removed
from P . Even though the arrangement is more open than
that for the sy mmetrical a-fo rm , th e largest angle of
rotation was 1.9 degrees for molecu le I . Z-ax is shift s
were positive for five molec ul es (all +0.4 A) , but
negative (-0.8 A) for molecul e 3.
An ex panded plot of re su lts for the asym me tric aform, Fig . 18 , suggests reasons why molecu les 4 5 and
6 are removed fro m P in thi s particular minimi,zed a rrangemenL Molecule 4 , for example , packs very closely
to the two molecules to its left (-X di rec ti on). Dislocation of molecule 4 (Fig. 17) in the +X direction would
increase its interaction energy with molecule P, but not
enough to compensate for the dec rease in energy due to
d is rupti o n of its association wi th molecules to its left.
Thus, the minimization program detects no net improvement in overall energy, and molecule 4 is retained in
posi tion. The same is true for molecules 5 and 6. The
net result is an arrangement in which chains l and 2
from different molecules tend to cluster wh il e chain 3
with sid e-cha in characte r , does not pack well.
'
Ene rgy changes that occurred durin g deriva ti o n of
th e minimized array for th e asymmetric a-fo rm a re
~ hewn in Fig. 19. The curve for molecule 2 , espec iall y
ill ustrates how a particular mo lec ule can be attracted w
a s mall c lu ster and then re main stationary. The energy
associated with mo lecule 2 did not change after cycle 5
due to its inte raction with molecules P, I , and 3. Other
molecules remain static for only one o r two cycles, as if
t~e movement of surroundi ng molec ules were prerequi Si te fo r further energy gai ns.
Since s truct ural detail s are unavailab le on a- fo rm
triglycerides , symmet ry operations requi red to build an
array like that in Fig. 18 must be developed by experime~tation. When molecular pack ing is not well ordered,
as m th e case of the asymmetric a-form, the placement
of peripheral molec ules ma y affect co nfi gu rations at
minimum energy. In Fig . 18, two molecu les to the left
of mo lec ul e 4 overlap. The posi ti ons of th ese two molecules are based on relati onships between molecules P
and I , and be tween 5 and 6. Yet overlap occu rs. The
reason for thi s packing di screpancy is not ye t clea r.
Perhaps too few molecules were co nsidered , o r perhaps
a change is needed in the o rder in which parameters are
considered d urin g minimization. It is equally possible
that such packing disorders reflect reality and represent
one of the causes for general a-fo rm instability.

th e Ze ro Edge Crystal Technique, each molecule is
esse ntially surrounded so that large rotation s do no t
occur a nd edge effects a re virtua ll y eliminated.
Symmetric a-fo rm Minimization
Figure 13 shows a minimized arrangement for
sy mmetri ca l a-form molecules with non -parallel chains ,
the ca rb onyl of cha in 2 facing left and the same zigzag
patte rn in chain s l and 3 (Fig. 2 0) . Molecu les P, 2,
and 5 are upright ; I, 3, 4, and 6 are inverled . To sta rt
minimization, the ce nters of molecu les ; i.e. , the mid points between connected chain s of upright molecu les or
the midpoints between carbons in the sing le cha ins of
inve rted molecules, are placed 7 A apart in ±X-d irection s and 6.5 A apart in the ± Y-d irection. Carbon
atoms I , 41 (in molecules P, 2 and 5), and 21 (molecules l , 3, 4 , and 6) all start in the same plane.
As computation proceeds, the interaction energy
associa ted with each molecu le can be plotted to fo ll ow
min imiza ti o n progress.
Figure 14 gives resu lts for
molecules I , 2, P and the average of all seven molecules
in the subcell shown in Fig . 13. At the ten th cycle , each
of the 24 molecular parameters va ried during the mini mization has been changed ten times. As the cu rves
show for thi s case, th e system very qui ckly assu mes a
minimum configu rat ion. Changes become ve ry s ma ll
after about the sixth cyc le. Often th e interaction energy
for a particular molecule will decrease rapid ly and th en
remain stati c throu ghou t several cyc les. This charac teristic, which is exemplified by mol ecu le 2 in Fig. 14, renecls the inlerrela tionships bel ween molecules and suggests a step-like nearest-neighbor dependency durin g ad justments in molecular packing ; perhaps a certain coo pe rativity or sync hr ony in molecular motion.
The final positions of the molecules, in thi s parti cular case (Fig . 13), are not much different from th ei r
initi al positions. The mol ec ul es merely mo ve c loser togethe r with some rotation and / or minor di slocation
above o r below the initial end-group plane. Mol ec ule 6 ,
for example, rotated 3 .8 degrees, and• 1 and 4 also
rotated 3.0 degree s. Symmet ri cal movement along the
Z-axis was apparent in molec ules I and 4 (- I A) and 2
and 5 (-0. 05 A) . Mol ecu les 3 an d 6 were so mewh at diffe rent ; they shifted -0.4 and - 1.2 A respectively.
Figure I 5 prese nt s an ex pand ed view of thi s parti cula r case of a-form pack in g derived by the minimi zation procedure. A plot of spaci ngs between zigzag chain
centers, Fig . 16, shows that interc hain spaci ng is close ,
but not identical , to the 4.1 A spaci ng that Larsson
found for a-form s by X-ray analysis (Larsson , 1965b).
Interestingly , the chains do pack in a slightly distorted
hexagonal pattern . Not all theoretical symmetrical aforms produce subcell arran geme nts that are as tight ly
packed , but most do exhibit this distorted hex ago nal arrangement. These result s tend to support spec ul ati on
that liquid triglycer ides (or at least those in near-crystal
liquids) rotate about a cen tral axis which results in
hexagonal sy mmetry, and that the observed a-form symmetry arises upon coalescence of the liquid.

Conclusions
Tri glyce rides readil y for m physical associa ti ons
that ge nerate supramo lecu lar complexes with novel morphology a nd va luable properti es. Such behavior derives
as much from statistical and colligative origins as from
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covalent chemical structure. Thus, desirable qualiti es in
lipid-rich materials are often achieved by empirical
means. Prospects for controlling this behavior, how ever , are quite appealing and not unrealistic. Reg ulation
of chemical mechani sms by which com ponents associate
promises new processi ng options and new food va riet y.
With co nstraints allowed by knowledge of chemical composition , molecular configu ration , and forces that contribute to macrostructure , systematic investigation by
computational methods can identify likely combina tion s
of in g redient s and mechanisms by which they may be
tran sformed .
A s these studi es demonstrate , crystal structures
and phase transformations characteristic of lipid population s are amenable to computational analyses. Three
concepts from the work are as important as specific re sults . Firs t, uninterrupted methyl ene segments deter mine lipid crystal properties. This is affirmed by the
change in preferred hydrocarbon crystal structure as
mid-chain interaction energy approaches two-thirds of
the total molecular interaction energy. Results further
suggest quantitative limits to chain segment effects and
imply that unsaturation or other means of segment termi nation can be used predictably to control methylene seg ment effects and regulate lipid crystal structure. Second , energetic equivalence allows variety among a finite
number of solid lipid configurations, but events early in
coa lescence may determine which forms predominate.
Plausible alternative 13'-forms can arise from different
starting a-fo rm triglycerides via different bond rotations
and subcell arrangements. Results , however , suggest

that arrays of unsymmet ri c a -form saturated triglycerides may not be as stable as those of their symmetric
counterparts. It is likely th at near-crystalline liquid
triglycerides already possess a-fo rm character; i.e. ,
sy mmetry and rotation about a molec ular axis. Thus ,
products in which asymmetric or other unusual a-forms
predominate may be difficult to ac hie ve unless formed at
higher temperatures in the presence of compounds that
interfere with normal a-form packing . Third , concerted
molecular motion and kinetically regu lated sequences
provide favored mechan isms for triglyceride phase transi tions . Molecular populations that can und ergo sy nchronous chain rotation and tilt simultaneously should
transform easily . Thermodyn am ic and temporal regulation could thus be especially important in deriving new
food formulat ions.
Mode ling also expla in s dimensional changes that
accompany polymorphic tran sitions and points to the
feasibili ty of yet uncharacteri zed a - form triglycerides
through which might be derived a greater variety of
specific forms thought to impart quality to certain foods.
If microscopic analyses at the molecular level can iden tify useful forms of lipids, modeling can define paths by
which they might be derived. Conversely, if modeling
identifies new energetically favored forms of lipids ,
microscopy should desc ribe them .
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Discuss ion with Reviewers
V. J. Gibon: Please comment about the orthorhombic
subcell of the .8' - form; it seems that the concept of
hexagonal is used also for the .8' packing model?
Authors: In this first examinatio n of molecular dynamics during polymorphic transformation, similarities between ortho rhombic and hexagonal populations made it
convenient to follow changes from the hexagonal a -form
configu ration. Further refinement of the model cou ld
accommodate fJ ' X-ray data , when it is available . The
reverse process, excitation and transformation of orthorhombic triglycerides remains for further modeling.
Patterns that approximate hexagonal subcell s are
evident in arrays of orlhor hombi c subcells, and infrared
data further suggest that hexagonal and o rth orhombic triglycerides are similar. When hexagonal a-forms are
cooled to produce sub-a -forms , they exhibit a CH 2 rocking mode doublet at 719 and 727 cm· 1 that is typical of
orlhorhombic (3' - forms (Chapman , 1960 , J. Am. Oil
Chern. Soc., 37:73 -77). Thus, we think of the hexagona l subcell as a somewhat excited orthorhombic subce ll
and an appropriate configuration from which to begin
transformations into more stab le forms.
K. Larsson: A characteristic feature of liquid hydro carbon chains known from liq uid-crysta ls is the lack of
crystalline direction due to a high degree of gaucheconformation.
How do you visualize the "a-form
character" in liquid triglycerides?
Authors: A certain level of gauche -conformation would
also be expected in liquid triglycerides due to simi larities between hydrocarbons and fatty acid chains. As
you have suggested (Larsson , 1972, Fette Seifen Anstrichm. , 74:136- 142), sufficient out-of-plane perturbation could easily melt triglycerides , but melting need not
destroy all intramolecular order. Indeed , essentially unchanged t 3 C-NMR shifts for carbonyl and glycero l carbons in liquid and crystal lin e a-form samples (Gibon er
a/., 1990) suggest littl e change in polar regions of the
molecu le upon melting . Portions of the methylene
chains held in proximity by covalent bonds to glycerol
may co ntinue to interact non-covalently in much the
same manner on ei th er side of the melting point. Addi tional excitation at temperatures further above the
melting point wou ld further reduce order around glycerol. Similar logic suggests that stable interactions reestab li sh easily near glycerol upon cooling a melt. Certainly, the quick formation of a-form so lid s in quenched
melts suggests some such facilitation. Evidence (Bociek
era /., 1985) indicates that the a-positions of glycerol in
single-acid triglycerides are equivalent during coalescence . This equivalence and initial chain associa tion s
could be the essentia l elements of a-form cha racte r, but
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V. J . Gibon: The authors do referen ce to lon g spacing
values of the a and (3' forms. What about the short
spacings for the (3' modeling?
Authors: Tru e, this work does emphasize X-ray long
spacings to the exclu sion of short spacings . The emphasis is intentional because long spac ings reflect the most
dram atic dimen siona l c hange and, presumably, the most
sig nificant molecular alterat ion that occurs during poly morphic tra nsi tion_ The cur rent model can be adjusted
to fit accepted short spacings wit hout major c hange in
the concept of mo lecu la r configu rati on and motion.
With the basi c groundwork and modeling techn iqu es in

Authors: It shoul d be emphas ized th at the 5 percent
cont ributi o n of methy l gap ene rgy to total interac tion ene rgy was computed for a static c rystal st ructu re. Mod eling shows that the tend ency of a particular triglycer ide
to occupy any one crystal form , a, {3 ' or {3, depend s as
much on kinetic factors and barriers to its transfo rmation
as on total interaction energy , which reflects its relative
stabil it y. For example, it appears that Ct" -form saturated
single acid tri g lyce rides from acids longer than c 24 melt
without form in g {3' - or {3-form s because the energy
needed to excite the a-form exceeds that which wou ld be
required to melt any {3 '- or {3-forms (Hageman n and
Rothfus, 1983a). Even excited mol ec ul es that can co llapse into more stable configurations may do so via diffe ren t paths depending upon spat ial and temporal conditions . The modeling emphasizes th e importance of timin g in transvers in g specific sequences o f events to
achieve polymorphic transformation s. Your mixed triglycerides, wh ich present quite different st r uctures a t the

place, futu re computational experiments explori ng alter-

methyl gap, may likewise encounter quite different

native transition pathways may lead directly to accurate
short spaci ngs wi thout further adj us tments.

transformation e nvironm ents. In your C 16 -C 17 -C 16 , th e
cl7 chain would penetrate deeper into methyl gap space
whereas the C 15 methyl in C 16 -C 15 -C 16 wou ld not. Likely , increased repul sion of the cl7 methyl g roup will
preven t transition to (3. In co ntrast, the shorter cha in
C 15 methyl group ma y result in voids a t the methyl gap
but no hi g h e nergy barriers to a (3 transition.

the exten t to wh ich met hylen e inte ractio n in molten {3form s , for example , must be d isrupted to achieve these
features remains unknown. In this regard , it will be
interesti ng to model co nformatio ns and interaction s in
the glycerol regio n , and to cond uct similar stud ies with
mix ed-ac id and saturated -unsaturated triglycerides.

K . Sa to : How do you think the present computer modeling is useful to explain the experimental facts that
stabil ity of {3' is mu ch influenced by diffe rences in chai n
length s of satu rated-acid triacylglycerols (C 0 -Cm-C n; n
and m a re numbers of carbon atoms)? For example,
C 16 -C 1s-C 16 directly co nverts from a to {3, but C 16 -C 1T
C 16 converts from a to (3'. Do you think thi s cont rast is
due to instability in the methyl gap interaction , which is
however e valuated less tha n 5 percent of a total in teraction e nergy in your calculation on C2o-C2o-C2o?
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